<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 — 9:30</td>
<td>Arrival / Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9:30 — 9:50  | **Clare Waller, Independent Consultant**  
**Welcome and Introduction** |
| 9:50 — 10:00| **Mercedes Brown, ILTA International Legal Technology Association**  
Mercedes will be introducing us to the ILTA Programmes in UK / Europe and to ILTACON Europe, the biggest conference this year |
| 10:00 — 10:35| **Sherry Kappell, Litera Microsystems**  
"The Seven Laws of Word's Outline Numbering": 20 Years Later  
Twenty years ago, legal's mass exodus into Microsoft Office found us baffled by what was then a brand-new feature in Word: Multilevel Lists. To address challenges faced community-wide, our founding organisation published what became the venerable "Seven Laws of Word's Outline Numbering". In this informative session, we'll honour the document and its contributors, poke fun at its Defined Terms and summarize its impact then – and even now. |
| 10:35 — 11:10| **Levente Nagy – Microsoft**  
The New Way of Working  
Information workers spend up to 80% of their working time collaborating with others. Documents are born in this context and this collaboration-first environment requires us to behave differently than in the past. This leads to new tools, new ways of working, and also requires a proactive approach to achieving a change in behaviour. In this session we will explore the new collaborative tools of Microsoft Teams while also looking at a few Word novelties. We will discuss approaches, tools and programs that can help organisations adopt the technology. |
| 11:10 — 11:40| **Morning Break**                                                                            |
| 11:40 — 11:55| **Julie McCarthy and Danielle John-Charles, Tikit Limited**  
Do You Remember? Part One  
Looking at some forgotten and underused features, Julie and Danielle will take us through some hints, tips and quick wins in PowerPoint, Excel and Word. |
| 11:55 — 12:50| **Joanne Humby – Humber Associates, Darshna Dave – Clifford Chance, Rachel Baiden – Squire Patton Boggs,  
Chuck Henrich – Octantus, Nicola Jones – Athena Professional & Jamie Gash – Withers**  
Technology Changes – How to Overcome Resistance  
Without understanding how to implement real change firms’ investment in technology can be wasted. A lack of user adoption and understanding of the business value of change often causes projects to fail and law firms to fall behind business in their use of the latest technology. The panel will discuss their thoughts on how to make change happen in a law firm and why it is important to overcome resistance if firms are to be seen to be innovative. |
| 12:50—1:50  | **Lunch**                                                                                    |
| 1:50—2:20   | **Morten Hald Mortensen – SkabalonDesign**  
**Transitoning is Tough!**  
Template changes can be caused by many things, e.g. rebranding, new stylesets, colours, Office version, integrations and productivity tools. With over a decade of experience managing template transitions, Morten is going to share some insights on best practices on how to transition based on real case scenarios – the do’s and don’ts. |
| 2:20—3:10   | **Jayne Smith – Bluebird, Kerry Church – Forsters, Linda Duncan – Integreon at CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang, Leona Mills – Travers Smith, Tara Layman – Pinsent Masons and Gina Querns – Flaggate**  
**What’s the future of the DPU?**  
We hear about AI, document automation and collaboration platforms and lawyers working in their own documents. In a legal sector of more than 11,000 firms in England & Wales alone, the document production team really is a niche specialist role. Should we be worried about how our skills are valued or should we embrace whatever opportunities that technology can offer us? |
| 3:10—3:40   | **Coffee Break**                                                                             |
| 3:40—3:55   | **Julie McCarthy and Danielle John-Charles – Tikit Limited**  
Do you Remember? Part Two |
**Slipping Through the Net**  
Managing Metadata in a law firm is paramount and not doing it can lead to damaged reputations or worse. Annette and the panel will look at the risks and issues and discuss guidelines to follow when dealing with metadata. |
| 4:45—5:00   | **Questions & answers & closing address**                                                   |

**PLEASE NOTE ALL Timings are approximate and items are subject to change**